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Hope costs hiked to $5050,
$ 1 million to expand Phelps

VOLUME NO. 91—ISSUE 14

February 1,1979

Hope students will have more elbow
room and a more relaxing atmosphere
in which to eat this fall. However,
they'll have to pay more than eleven
percent over what they're paying now
to enjoy it as two proposals drawn up
by the administration received affirmative nods from the Board of Trustees
during their meeting last Thursday.
The first approved proposal raises
the cost of attending Hope from the
current $4,535 to $5,050 to take effect
this fall. The increase represents an
11.3% jump.
According to a report issued by President Gordon Van Wylen, the schedule
of charges now includes $3,430 toward
actual tuition; $920 for board, a room
charge of $670 and an activity fee of
$30.
Van Wylen states that, "In making
this decision, the Board focused on
two primary considerations. First, the
vital importance of having resources to
maintain our commitment to excellence
and secondly keeping the costs within
the reach of students."
Van Wylen further explains that the
increase in charges is related primarily
to the fact that the rate of inflation
for 1978 was 9%. The difference, he
says, between the 11.3% increase and
9% inflation will cover the costs of
operating the Dow Center, certain improvements in academic programs and
facilities, and the increases in energy
costs, the hike in minimum wage and
payroll taxes.
The President points out that the
Board wanted to increase costs even
more but a compromise of $515 was
finally decided upon.
Van Wylen pledges that the school
will make every effort to assure that

Leadership workshop at Marigold

every presently enrolled student can
study at Hope. "There may have to be
sacrifices made at home and a need for
a second summer job, but we will do
all we can to help with financial aid."
Talking about the latter, he states
that the budget for financial aid will
also be increased by 11.3%. "We have
a very strong financial aid program and
we are committed to that."
Van Wylen was quick to point out
that the cost at Hope is already $1,000
less than the average at other GLCA
colleges and the difference will probably be even larger next year. The reason for this he says is because "we
run a tight ship—we try to hold our
expenses down."
The second proposal to get the
Board's go-ahead was to enable the
administration to accept bids for the
Phelps dining hall expansion project.
According to Van Wylen, "it will be
six weeks before we get bids in and
construction should begin before April
1."

The cost of the project was estimated
at $750,000, however, that figure has
climbed to $1 million as the Board
decided to add a more sophisticated,
energy saving ventilation system to the
facility. The cost will be approximately
$140,000 but will save over $17,000
a year in energy costs, according to
Van Wylen.
A new Holland fire code will also
add an additional $80,000 to the cost
of the project.
In other business, the Board decided
to postpone plans to renovate Carnegie
Gymnasium. This was done, says Van
Wylen, because a new building, it was
discovered, would only cost 10-15%
more.
The President states that one member
of the Board who is an architect said
that it may be possible to construct an
underground network of corridors that
would connect Nykerk Hall of Music,
Carnegie Gymnasium, and the DeWitt
Cultural Center. "We want to explore
all the possible alternatives."

Student leaders meet to talk campus issues
In an effort to make student leaders
more effective, the Dean of Student Affairs' office hosted a student
leadership seminar this past weekend
in which nearly three dozen student
leaders merged upon the grounds of
Marigold Lodge.
"I've always been wanting to do
this, but it never got off the ground,"
says Dave Vanderwel, Dean of Student
Affairs. "I never had the motivation.
However, this fall I concluded that it
was an important thing to do. Leaders," he says, "can learn a lot from
each o t h e r . . . It makes them realize
that they are not alone with their problems."
According to Vanderwel, during the
first session on Friday night, the student group, along with members of the
faculty and administration including
President Gordon Van Wylen, discussed some difficult problems that
currently face the school.
"We wanted some people other than
the President to wrestle with these
problems... It was just an attempt to
get the students' thoughts and opinions
and to have an honest discussion about
these problems for the sake of the President."
The six issues tackled by the group,
according to Vanderwel, were (1)
Hope as a community, (2) campus
communications, (3) residential life,
(4) curriculum and advising, (5) minority and foreign students and (6) campus
development.
Under the category of "Hope as a
community," the group decided that
there was an undefinable closeness on
campus and that people pull together
for a common interest. It was decided,
too, that there has been a shift from
athletics as a common interest. According to one person the key factors in
community rest on ^moderation" and
the "academic core."
The negative factors include the superficial " h i " people say to others
with no meaning. Another observation
made by an individual was that the
campus community is mostly uppermiddle class and with that comes a
feeling of independence and selfreliance.
One faculty member stated that there
has been a change as to why people go
to college. "They prepare for life versus trying to fit themselves for a j o b . "
One student agreed and hoped that the
college would guard against becoming
a business or technical school as this
would create isolation among the student body. To avoid this he suggested
keeping the core curriculum strong as
"the core brings together a broad mixture of students."

A final remark on the community
came from a student who felt that
Hope's community was not so much a
Christian community as a "nice guy"
one. Hope doesn't have many Christian activities and lacks a Christian
atmosphere." Refuting that statement
another student said that "it's better
that way because it brings together a
more diverse group of people."
The second area of discussion was
on the campus communications system. It was concluded, that day-to-day
there is too much information and it is
not distributed well. Also, there is no
central location to find out what is
happening and when. Vanderwel said
that everyone agreed that a more centralized and continually maintained
student bulletin board should be established where all written announcements should be authorized, dated and
taken down when outdated.
A big complaint was that the "Daily
Bulletin" is not always in one place
and is usually outdated when received.
It was suggested that there be more
frequent distribution of the anchor and
that better use be made of WTAS in
order to centralize communication.
It was agreed upon by faculty and
students alike that the campus is
flooded with communications. "Students get more pieces of paper in their
mailboxes than they care to read,'' said
one student. A faculty member then
stated that she gets so much to announce in class that she could spend
half of each class hour just going
through the mail.
It was concluded that the school
must make more use of the "Where of
Hope College" as it is read more than
anything else, yet doesn't have very
much information in it. "We don't
have a well maintained master calendar
of all events as most things just appear.
We need a central location to receive
and disperse information in a more
efficient and orderly manner."
Speaking on the aspect of residential
life it was decided that facilities like
Brumlerare the ideal housing locations
especially amongst the upperelassmen
as it is like living off campus but without the hassles. It was also decided that
having apartments on campus might
stop student movement on campus
"and thus foster rather than inhibit the
community."
Addressing the dormitory lifestyle it
was stated that dorms should have a
mixture of student ages as the older
could be a model for the younger and
that an interaction between classes
could occur. One other point which was
brought up was the problem of rule
inconsistency amongst the different
RAs and headresidentsacross campus.

A person who is violating a rule of the
college in one dorm may get written up
by an RA, yet in the building next door
that same person may be totally ignored by the RA. "Is it fair that some
people are penalized yet some are not
just because of different RAs?," asked
one member of the group.
The fourth category of discussion—curriculum and advising—saw
criticism of the present freshmen registration, orientation and faculty advising system. It was decided that the
freshman orientation period should be
lengthened and needs to be sUicter as it
will give them more time to make adjustments.
It was remarked that advisors should
spend more time on non-academic
concerns with younger students.
Asked one person "Would upperclassmen be better advisors? They've
actually been through the system."
A
pre-registration
guide
for
freshmen should be established as the
present system does not contain
enough information for course selection and demands continued the discussion. Freshmen also need a stricter
class syllabus for each of their courses
as it helps them to plan their time
better.
The group further decided that the
advisor-student ratio is too large as
freshmen need more time with them.
The significance of academic probation was criticized next. One student
stated that students with academic
problems need help, not just a computerized form. "Perhaps more emphasis should be placed on the
Academic Skills Center," commented
one person. It was also pointed out
when speaking about the freshmen
class, that large classes make students
feel unimportant. "IDS 113 inhibits
while English 113 encourages interaction with faculty."
An endorsement for midterm grades
was also made by a majority of the
group. The final comment made on this
topic before the time expired was,
"Can students be too well-rounded? Is
the core top broad?"
The next topic was opened with the
question " D o we have enough diversity?" Socially, it was said, whites say
" M " to blacks but there is seldom any
extension of it. "It is mostly superficial," commented one female student.
"The problem, is that most of the
whites have never had exposure to
blacks," she continued. It was remarked that the school cannot isolate
minorities as "people become hypersensitive when they are. This then
leads to people expounding on the differences of the other."

For the most part, it was concluded
that most people at Hope lack social
skills in dealing with differences.
"How is this overcome?" it was
asked. 'Treat them naturally," responded one person.
Other comments included, "There's
a lack of understanding of other cultures;" We need to have sensitivity;
and "It will take some effort." It was
concluded that there is no contact with
minority students because of separate
living situations.
The statement was made that the
college's purpose is to expose people,
to new situations yet many students
come to Hope to be protected. It was
commented also that there are more
Michigan students at Hope because of
financial aid and the trend is now heading toward parochialism. "Perhaps we
should give financial breaks to those
who live further away to encourage
new attitudes."
The college, it was decided, by the
group, must define what it wants to be
and should then be a leader in attitudeformation.
The final issue discussed was on
campus development. The group, with
Van Wylen's aid, talked on the short
The fifth and final in a series of
and long term plans for development
lectures
presented by the philosophy
including the expansion of Phelps, the
department will be held a week from
closing of Twelfth Street, the renovatoday in Wichers Auditorium at 11 a.m.
tion of Van Vleck and Voorhees.
John E. Smith, professor of AmeriThe
big
question
concerned
priorities. Should we continue to put can philosophy and philosophy of relimoney into facilities or should we put it gion at Yale University is the scheduled
speaker. The topic to be discussed is
towards the improvement of libraries,
educational equipment and faculty entided "Philosophy and Law." Smith
has achieved acclaim not only for his
salaries? It was never resolved.
Where do students want to study was lectures but also as an author. Some of
his most important books include The
the next question. No definite resolution was found, however, it was men- Spirit of American Philosophy, Reason
tioned that the library is too noisy at and God, and Experience and God.
His lecture circuit includes such notable
times and is too far from the residence
institutions as Harvard, Oberlin, Marhalls.
quette, and Princeton Theological
A third concern was whether the
Seminary.
expansion of the cafeteria would deDuring the past two summers. Smith
stroy a feeling of socialization. Once has directed a seminar on moral phiagain, there was no majority opinion.
losophy and the professions. Under his
The following day the group met for leadership, many professional people
the entire day with Vanderwel acting have sought to relate the traditions of
as leader of the leadership training/ Plato, Kant, and Mill to the practical
workshop. 1 'We discussed a number of problems of their professional experiproblems that leaders could be assisted
ence.
with including how to conduct meetThe philosophy department is curings, how to delegate responsibility
rently offering a course entitled
and how to motivate their subordi"Philosophy and L a w " taught by
nates.
visiting instructor Terry Pence. A
Asked if there were any other reagroup of 40 from Albion who are taking
sons for scheduling the seminar, Vanthis same course will join us for this
derwel stated that "I wanted to make enlightening lecture.
them feel important because leadership
Following the seminar there will be
is a tough role to play. The hassles are a brief question and answer period.
so great sometimes that you feel isoAt 3 p.m. that same day, a more
lated. We just wanted to reward leaders
informal gathering will take place in
for the positions they hold."
Lubbersloft (4th floor of Lubbers).

Smith to give
final lecture
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Viennese study offered
U.S.- According to President Carter
U.S. Defenses remain strong. Carter
insisted in his State of the Union message that the U.S. isn^ falling behind
the Soviets as a world power. He also
asked for support for the expected new
SALT treaty, saying it would
strengthen rather than weaken American security.
"Nothing is more important" this
year, the President declared, "than
that the Congress and the people of the
U.S. resolve to continue with me on
the path of nuclear arms control and
peace." He also pledged that he
wouldn't sign any agreement that can't
be verified, but he didn't make any
specific promise about when a new
SALT accord would be completed.
"We have no desire to be the world's
policeman," declared the President.
Carter also gave a tentative go-ahead
to HEW Secretary Califano to begin
briefing government officials and other
interest groups on a proposed national
health insurance plan. However, some
tough decisions remain to be made
before the plan can be submitted to
Congress. The proposal would create a
federal insurance program called
Health Care. All Americans would be
covered either by Health Care or by private insurers offering policies that
meet federal standards for minimum
benefits.
Coverage would be phased in over
five years and wouldn't require any
new federal spending until 1983. It
would be financed by a combination of
worker and employer premiums, fed-

SC discuss
task forces
A short Student Congress meeting
revealed a number of topics, including
the Phelps project, the parking situation, and the phone system, under consideration.
Congress, during their first meeting
of the semester, announced it raised
over $6000 for the Phejps Dining
Expansion project.
Saga will match an additional $6543
for a total of $ 13,086 to go toward the
expansion. Congress raised the money
through various fund-raisers and
pledges from students.
In further business at the meeting.
Congress setup a number of task force
committees. One of these committees
will look into the parking situation at
Hope, and deliberate the feasibility of
enlarging some lots, and discuss other
problems such as snow removal.
Another committee will look into
the possibility of changes in the phone
system, such as adding more outside
lines for long distance calls.
A third task force will work along
with Provost David Marker in developing a plan to have student input on the
Status Committee. The Status Committee reviews Hope instructors and
grants or denies them tenure.

THERE JS A
DIFFER

d

eral revenue and the part of the Social
Security payroll tax used to fund Medicare. Although no one will put a price
tag on the program, planners last April
estimated that a similar program setup
would cost $34 billion a year when
fully implemented.
Congress has been sent a list of legislation Carter wants considered this
year, including revived proposals on
reorganizing government and deregulating the railroad, bus and trucking
industries. Other measures he endorsed would limit disclosure of personal financial and medical data and
allow retail purchasers to sue manufacturers for price-fixing damages.
NEW YORK CITY- Services will
be held for Nelson Rockefeller at the
family's Pocantico Hills estate north of
New York City, with only family
members attending. The 70-year-old
former vice president and New York
governor, whose family name was
synonymous with wealth, died last
Friday of a heart attack at his midManhattan office. Burial will be on the
estate.
MEXICO CITY- Pope John Paul II
cautioned a Latin American bishop's
conference against depicting Christ as
a revolutionary. The pontiff said social
justice should be sought through'
spiritual, not political, means. He
made the speech after being cheered bymore than one million persons along
the 75-mile route of his motorcade
from Mexico City to Puebla, site of the
conference
WASHINGTON—President Carter
freed newspaper heiress Patricia
Hearst Monday, ending her 23-month
prison stay. However, her freedom is
subject to 4 'parole-like conditions'' for
one year. The White House stated that
Hearst "has been punished substantially in that she has already served
almost two years of incarceration and
her release would not end the suffering
she will experience." Hearst was ori-

Voorhees Lab (first floor) will be the
launching site for the Vienna Summer
ginally sentenced to serve until March
SchooPs application drive Thursday,
10, 1984.
February 8 at 11 a.m. (community
. SAN DIEGO—A teenage girl hour). Anyone interested in obtaining
opened fire on a group of school
information about the Vienna program
children Monday, killing two people
is welcome for an hoyr of Austrian
and injuring 10 others. The incident
food, music, and photographs plus the
took place at Cleveland Elementary
opportunity to meet previous particischool, where 16-year-old Brenda
pants.
Spencer began shooting because,
Dr. Paul Fried, Hope's director of
according to her, it "liveps up the
international education and founder of
day."
the Vienna Summer School, recently
Those dead are Burton Wragg, the
announced plans for the 1979 session.
school's principal, and Mike Suchar,
As in the past three years. Dr. Stephen
custodian. Police said a .22-caliber
Hemenway, associate professor of
rifle was used by the teen, who was
English at Hope, will serve as
captured six hours after beginning to academic director for the program, and
shoot. All shooting occurred within a
Dr. Deborah Klomparens-Bock of
period of 15 minutes.
Vienna will continue in the position of
WASHINGTON—Former presiEuropean resident director.
dent Richard M. Nixon has returned
The academic offerings in the
to the White House for the first time
Vienna program include such courses
since his resignation in 1974; he was
as "Opera and the Viennese Tradia guest at the state dinner given Montion" (for history or music credit),
day night in honor of Vice-Premier
"European Art of the Baroque and
Teng Hsiao-ping of China. Carter inRococo'' (for history or art credit), and
vited Nixon in recognition of the fact
"German and Austrian Literature"
that Nixon's 1972 visit to China began
(for English or German credit or in
the chain of events leading up to the fulfillment of Cultural Heritage or Forrecent agreement by the U.S. and China eign Lanugage requirements).
to exchange full diplomatic recogniStudents will also be able to register
tion.
for independent studies. In the past few
Nixon's schedule while in Washing- years, students have done independent
ton has not been made public.
studies in education, communication,
TEHRAN—This city is seeing the
religion, sociology, literature, theatre,
worst street fighting in months. Troops and business administration. A student
firing machine guns and anti-govern- must obtain approval for his project
ment rioters hurling firebombs turned from the particular department to
the Iranian capitol into a battle- which it will be submitted and from Dr.
ground, leaving 27 persons dead and
Hemenway, who will arrange meetat least 300 wounded. On Monday. ings with Austrian faculty or resource
Prime Minister Shapour Bakhtiar can- persons and supervise preparation of
celled his plans to fly to Paris to project reports.
meet with exiled. Moslem leader
Two consecutive three-week sesKhomeini, who wants to replace sions are scheduled for the period June
Bakhtiar's government with an Islamic
18 to July 5 and July 10 to July 27.
regime. Bakhtiar's decision caused yet
During the four-day break between
another outbreak of violence here,
sessions there will be an optional exwith angry Moslems lynching an army cursion to Budapest or Prague for those
general and destroying movie houses who want to participate in a structured
and nightclubs.
trop to an Iron Curtain country.
Dr. Hemenway will also lead an
•inexpensive and informal ten-day introductory study tour preceding the
first academic session. The focus of
this tour will be on modem Germany.
Cultural Center from February 1 A weekend homestay with a German
through March 3.
family and an orientation visit to the
Artists whose work will be featured
University of Freiburg are included in
are: Edgar Boeve—mixed media painttentative plans for 1979. The tour proings; Helen Bonzelaar—jewelry; Carl
gram begins on Jun&5 and is limited to
Huisman—ceramics; Robin Jensen—
a maximum of 15 participants who will
sculpture; James Kuiper—paintings;
have the option of departing from
Carol Jurgens Fryling—paintings;
either Chicago or New York.
Chris Overvoorde—watercolors; Ron
While in Vienna, music students
Pederson—small
sculpture;
and
will attend operas, concerts and reciTimothy Van Laar—drawings, painttals; art and history students will make
ings, and sculpture.
the superb museums, palaces, and
A reception for the artists will be
churches their classrooms; and literaheld Friday, Jan. 9, at 8 p.m. in the
ture students will view traditional and
Gallery.
modem dramas. Students engaged in

Art dept plans exhibits
Two art exhibitions will be available
for student viewing in February.
On Feb. 6 the art and French departments of Hope will sponsor a bus
trip to the Detroit Institute of Art to
view the current exhibition, "The Second Empire: Art in France Under
Napoleon HI."
This international exhibition features 362 works of art from the brief
reign of Napoleon III and Empress
Eugenie (1852-1870). This show is the
largest.group of French works of art
ever seen in the United States.
The art on exhibit includes paintings, drawings, sculpture, furniture,
decorative arts, architectural views,
textiles, and period photography—
most never previously shown outside
France. All the major artists of this
period are represented, beginning with
masters like Ingres and Delacroix and
ending with the rise of Manet, Rodin,
Monet, and Renoir.
Organized by the Musees de France
and the Philadelphia Museum of Art,
"The Second Empire" will travel to
the Grand Palais of Paris from Detroit
for its final showing.
The bus will leave Phelps Hall at 8
a.m., arriving at the Institute of Art
around 11 a.m. An orientation to the
show at 12:15 will be followed by a
guicied tour of the exhibit.
The $9 charge for the trip includes
bus fare and entry to the exhibit.
Interested students can sign up and
pay at Dean Nyenhuis' office, LH308.
The other exhibition to be featured
in February is that of nine artists from
the art department of Calvin College in
Grand Rapids. Their works will be
shown in the Art Gallery of the DeWitt

Higher Horizons receives gift
from high school project
The Higher Horizons big brother,
big sister program has recently received a shot in the arm thanks to the
concern and efforts of the Hamilton
High School student body and staff.
Hamilton annually gets involved in a
Christmas project during which over
55 separate organizations contribute
their time and work in order to raise
funds for a charitable organization.
This year's efforts surpassed all previous records as the students amassed a
total of $2250.
Prior to the actual project getting
underway. Higher Horizons was chosen as Hamilton's recipient following a
presentation of program needs and
goals.
"What makes Hamilton's project so
unusual," states Marty Sosa, Higher
Horizons coordinator, "is the fact that

COMING IN FEBRUARY
A GIANT
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1998

919 E. GRAND RIVER
E. LANSING, Ml 48823
(517) 332-2539
Outside NY State ONLY

CALL TOLL FREE
800-223-1782 < 4 S

jAT THE HOPE-GENEVA BOOKSTORE

these students' efforts are an annual
event. Secondly, the student participation and enthusiasm is just unbelievable. I've lived in the Holland area over
25 years and I have never seen anything like it. Lastly, the most impressive aspect of this donation is that the
Hamilton student body is unselfish
enough to look beyond their own needs
and beyond their own community in an
attempt to benefit a service oriented
organization. For these reasons, the
Hamilton Board of Education and the
Hamilton community should be extremely proud of their students," adds
Sosa.
As a result of this donation, the
improvement and expansion of services to children will be made possible
in five categories. Two areas of great
importance will be volunteer recruitment made possible by the use of posters, newspaper ads and a slide presentation. Revising and improving volunteer orientation and training materials
will also be made possible.
Higher Horizons is a volunteer big
brother, big sister program serving
children from predominately singleparent families. Big brothers and sisters work with their little brothers and
sisters, helping to develop interests in
hobbies, encouraging better attitudes
. towards school and community activities, encouraging the development of a
better self-concept, imparting values
and giving the much needed understanding and attention that go hand in
hand with friendship.
Higher Horizons is a program of
Child and Family Services of Michigan, Holland Branch, a United Way
Agency. Approximately 90 Hope students are currently involved in the pro: gram. Fifteen to twenty more students
are needed, especially as big brothers.

independent study courses will have
opportunities for personal contact with
Austrians working in fields and institutions relevant to their projects.
Students will be housed with Austrian families in Vienna, and, on weekdays, they will have their noon meal
together in the historic Kinsky Palace,
which also serves as classroom building for the Hope program.
While a number of required excursions or field trips for different courses
are included in the program, students
will have the choice of traveling independently during weekends or participating in such special events as a
weekend home-stay in a farm comlunity and a mountain climbing trip.
In view of recent currency fluctuations estimates for transportation and
other costs may need to be revised if
conditions change significantly. Announced fees are: $515 for the threeweek session; $965 for the six-week
session; and $575 for the transatlantic
flight and study tour for those departing from New York ($615 from
Chicago).
Financial aid will be available from
two funded scholarships. One or more
awards ranging from $200 to $300 will
be made from the Snow Fund to students regularly enrolled at Hope whose
academic record and interests clearly
indicate that they could benefit from
participation in the Vienna program.
This year,.for the first time, income
from the Vienna Fund, established by
former students of the Vienna program, will be used to provide
scholarships for students from Hope or
other institutions wishing to participate
in the Vienna Summer School. Dr.
Fried expects that two or more awards
ranging from $250 to $600 will be
given, based on academic qualifications and the need for financial assistance.
Brochures, additional information,
application materials, and scholarship
forms are available from Hope's Office
of Intemational Education (Voorhees
room 20) or from Dr. Hemenway.

Public educated on
health programs
A series of public lectures intended
to offer a comprehensive view of health
dynamics will be presented on the
Hope's campus during February,
March and April.
The series is part of the HopeKellogg Health Dynamics Program
which was introduced into the college
curriculum this year in conjunction
with the opening of the new Dow
Health and Physical Education Center.
The series is co-sponsored by the
Kellogg Foundation and the Hope
Physical
Education
Department
Admission is free to each lecture which
will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in Winants Auditorium of Graves Hall.
During the school day the guest lecturers will make presentations to health
dynamics classes.
Dates of presentations, the speakers
and their topics are as follows: Feb. 1,
Wanda Hatmaker of Grand Valley
State Colleges, "Wholistic Health and
Wellness"; Feb. 15, Michael Giese,
University of Wisconsin, "Recent Research Findings on the Health Benefits
of Physical Activity; March 1, Victor
Katch of the University of Michigan,
"Exercise Diet and Health Control";
March 15; Merle Foss of the University of Michigan, "How to Develop a
Personal Fitness Program."
Also, March 29, Betty Voskuil,
Holland home economist, "Nutrients:
Fundamentals of Food Composition";
April 12, Talma Peterson, Holland
health educator, "Choosing an Appropriate Diet for Health"; and April 26,
Tom Burns, M.D. of Holland, "A
Physician's View of Health."

WARNING
SIGNALS
THAT CAN SAVE
YOUR UFE...IF
YOU SEE YOUR
DOCTOR!
!•

Change in bowel or bladder
. habits. k

2«

A sore that does not heal.

3«

Unusual bleeding or discharge.
• Thickening or lump in breast
or elsewhere.

S.

Indigestion, or difficulty in
swallowing.
Obvious change in wart
ormole.

\

Nagging coygh of hparseness.
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DC student reports

© u a i r tern

and Congressional Budget Office, the
students came away convinced that the
Nineteen
Washington
Honors budget process has experienced
gradual improvement and that most
Semester students have just comAt the risk of being remembered as a
pleted a two-week series of group officials were resigned to the Presi''quasi-collaborator'* with 4 'Common
dent's proposed budget cuts.
interviews in the snowless national
Cause," 1 approached the Hopecapitol. The interviews covered the
The group also interviewed Warren
Geneva bookstore this week equipped
broad range of governmental agenKane (whose daughter Susan attends
with pen and pad to take an inquiring
cies, the press, and interest groups.
Hope), of the Senate Appropriations
glance into what appears to be a highly
In the first week, the group con- Committee Staff, who explained that
lucrative textbook industry.
sidered the role of the press at inter- the key word to apply to the new ConThe semi-annual ritual of ''doing
views with the editors and staffs of gress will be "oversight."
time" in bookstore lines was honored
The students considered a variety of
the National Journal and the Condefense-related subjects at a variety of
again just two weeks ago, serving to
gressional Quarterly, as well as with
start the Hope student off into yet
ABC nightly news director Kevin De- interviews. In the executive branch,
another semester of personal college
laney. The students also enjoyed their the group interviewed the CIA, a panel
finance—on the wrong foot.
visit to the White House, where an of army experts from the PoliticoUpon passing under the glorious
Military Division of the Army General
interview about the administration's
Hope-Geneva placard, I began ranCities In Schools program was held in Staff, and Rear Admiral David M.
domly selecting one hardback and one
President Carter's press conference Cooney, Chief of the Office of Navy
softback textbook from each of 18 disInformation in the Pentagon. To obtain
room.
ciplines, recording the retail price of
After visits to both the National an opposing view of intelligence and
each book. After making a series of
Council to Control Handguns and the defense issues, the students then
complex calculations (made complex
powerful National Rifle Association, visited the Center for Defense Informaby a background in the humanities), I
the group was convinced that strong tion and the Center for National Secuarrived at the following results: the
legislation for handgun control was a rity Studies.
average price of a hardcover text
The group also had a chance to meet
long way off.
floated at the celestial level of $17.21,
The politics of abortion, budgeting, with such Washington notables as H.
while the mean price of a softback text
defense spending, and mergers in the Stuart Knight, director of the U.S. Sewas a relatively low $6.86.
transportation industry were among the cret Service; and Congressman Abner
Such a disparity between average
subjects considered during the second Mikva (D-lllinois).
In visits to the U.S. Chamber of
hardback and softback text prices proweek.
Commerce,
the AFL-CIO, Common
vides
persuasive
evidence
that
The students experienced the intenhardback texts should be eliminated
sity with which different organizations Cause, and the Civil Aeronautics Board,
entirely from the college scene.
support or oppose abortion. While both they considered the politics of merthe National Abortion Rights Action gers in the transportation industry.
League and the National Right to Life None of these groups predicted truckCommittee agreed that there would be ing regulatory reform to occur soon,
fewer legislative issues concerning but all agreed that airline regulatory
abortion in the new Congress, the latter reform had produced airline fares as
Barb Long
book. First, it will be difficult to find a remained convinced that the Constitu- low now as they ever can be expected
- copy in Holland. Secondly, the book is tion can be amended to prohibit abor- to be.
Reid Thurston
The students, under the faculty diA fisherman 1 ain't. I consider no only available in hardback, and its tion.
The politics of budgeting involve rection of Professor Jack Holmes, are
sport as dull as that which requires a price reflects this fact. These obstacles
Hi! How are you? Fine. Just great,
some of the most complex and interest- now involved in internships in a variety
rod and reel, and regard books on the should be overcome with time,
right? You're a Christian, and Chris- subject as equally soporific. William
ing issues in Washington, D.C. After of congressional offices, interest
William Humphrey's My Moby
tians are always joyful people, right?
Humphrey, however, shatters this no- Dick is certainly worth reading, even if asking questions of budget formulators groups, and governmental agencies.
Sure, some things may go bad in life
tion with his delightfully witty new you hate fishing. Once you find a copy, and analysts in the Justice Department, They are living in small groups in the
but you never let it get you down, right?
you'll agree it's a great catch.
Office of Management and Budget, Washington/Arlington area.
book. My Moby Dick.
Mature Christians aren't supposed to
My Moby Dick, as the title suggests,
feel negative or bad things, right?
is a take-off of Herman Melville's
WRONG. We do experience negative
novel, Moby Dick. The story centers
feelings (bitterness, frustration, lonelon the plight of Humphrey in the Berkiness) and it is much more effective to
shire Mountains of Massachusetts—
deal honestly with these feelings than
his struggle to hook the gigantic oneto suppress them. "
eyed trout. At one point he claims, "I
financial aid offices of the participating
HEW Secretary Joseph A. Califano,
Basic Grant funds. In such cases, disWe are created in the image of God,
had not lost a leg to him, but he certaily Jr., recently announced final regueducation
institutions and to a number
bursement of the student grants will be
at the top of His earthly creation. We
had taken a big bite of my brain."
of student groups, education associalations governing administration of the
made by the Commissioner.
are also fallen creatures; we all sin. As
The author incorporates tidbits iof Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
tions, and other interested parties. PubThe
regulations
identify
the
Christians we are a redeemed people,
Melville
s
style
(
Call
me
Bill
is
the
(Basic
Grant)
program.
lic hearings were held in Washington,
minimum
number
of
instructional
yet we still aren't perfect. Our bodies
opening
line
in
the
™
comp
g
provides
direct
fmanhours
an
institution
must
provide
in
D.C., Chicago, and San Francisco.
ro ram
are not yet glorious, and neither are our
ments on ideas in both Mooy Dick ana c j a | a s s i s tance to post-secondary stu- order to be eligible to participate in the
personalities. We are part of the New
"The Tartarus of Maids. My Moby
defray the cost of educaBasic Grant program. They also int0
Kingdom yet we still live in this world
Dick, however, is far from being a tion at some 6,000 accredited educa- dude the following provisions:
where people hurt us and we hurt them,
critical analysis of Melville's work. tion institutions, including colleges,
• To continue to receive Basic Grant
where we are beset with needs and
Melville merely flavors Humphrey's universities, and technical and prop- payments, a student must be making
wants and temptations. We think and
own fish story.
rietary schools.
"satisfactory progress" according to
feel unpleasant things. To deny this to
The book is very well written. The
t e
Hope's music department will preThe
regulations
govern
institutional
^ standards of the college or school.
ourselves is ridiculous.
first person narrative personalizes the
A
college
or
school
may
not
prosent
a student recital tonight at 7 p.m.
God's love for us is unconditional.
work. The sentence structure is con- administration of the program, the
vide
Basic
Grant
funds
to
a
student
in the Chapel.
Jesus came to heal the sick, to minister
cise? the'sto^'line^ngulfln^Through computation of student awards, and all
who
is
in
default
on
a
National
Direct
The public is invited. Admission is
to sinners, to make broken people
Humphrey's art of story-telling, the other areas of program administration
Student
Loan
or
a
Guaranteed
Student
free.
whole. God does not love us only when
book holds a "once-you-start-it-you- except theformula used in determining
Loan, or who owes a refund on a Basic
Performers will include baritone
we are good. He loves us when we hurt
can't-put-it-down" quality.
student eligibility for a grant. The forSuDolemental Educational OpoorMatt
Soeter, soprano Katrina Picha,
and when we fail. He is always there,
Marvelous wit pervades the book. In
l ^ " e . v e d ^ o r s m d y ^ l ,
pianist
Kim Nagy, pianist Sandy Blodalways caring. God desires to help us one instance, Humphrey compares the Conmbution Schedule, which is upgett, pianist Michael Eldridge, clariface the things inside us that we are
written mechanics of popular fishing ^ a r m u a H y and must be submitted
x h f r r e g u l a t i o n s > w h i c h appear i n t he
netist Cyndi VanderSchaaf, and clariafraid to admit even to ourselves.
K
books
to
college
freshman
themes,
S
•
.
.
.
Federal
Register
today,
reflect
comnetist Betty Bice.
Spiritual pride does us no good. God is
where "You had to hack your way
The new regulations are designed to m e n t s r e c e i v e d o n proposed rules that
Accompanists will include Rae Sysnot impressed. Even our righteousness
through it as through a thicket. Partici- present program rules in more easily w e r e p U 5ii s hed May 15, 1978. Copies
werda, Susan Ward, Kim Nagy and
is as filthy as rags to God. (Is. 64:6).
Arlene Warners.
Trying to forget our failures, frus- pies dangled, person and number got understood language; to incorporate o f t h e p r o p o S e d rules were mailed to
separated and lost, cliches were rank, provisions of the Education Amendtrations, and feelings does not make
thesaurusitis and sesquipedalianism ments of 1976 and the Middle Income
them go away. Suppressing doesn't get
ran rampant, and the rare unsplit infini- Student Assistance Act of 1978, and to
rid of feelings but makes them creep
tive seemed out of place, a rose among tighten the system by which applicaout late at night, or at lonely moments
nettles."
tions are validated.
of reflection, or makes them show
Humphrey
also
humorously
reveals
^ s t U ( j e n t applications for Basic
themselves in other ways (like blowing
the emotional dangers of sport fishing. Qrants are computer-screened before
up at an innocent friend). On the other
Those involved usually end up as p r o C essing. In still another HEW effort
hand, if we honestly admit the less
"ne er-do-wells.
In one case, t 0 c u r j )
^ abuse, the regulations
pleasant aspects of our thoughts and
Theodore Gordon threw up his job at authorize OE to select applications for
feelings we can openly face them. We
an
early age, sponged off his relatives,
review and documentation becan pray about our poor attitudes, forremained
a
lifelong
bachelor,
nef
f
ore
u n ( j s are released to applicants.
give those we have grudges against,
glected
his
old,
dying
mother,
and
did
regulations
also spell out the duties
talk to someone we may be bitter tonothing but two things with himself: ^ responsibilities of participating inwards, and start to accept those things
fish for trout, and out of season, tie stitiitions
in
assisting
in
the
about ourselves which are hard to love.
flies
to
fish
through
the
coming
one.
strengthened
validation
process.
Instead of deluding ourselves we can
My Moby Dick is a short fish story
- .
..
.
.
start to walk honestly in the light, as
covering less than a hundred pages of
When there is evidence that the proGod is in the light.
bold print. The size of the book makes
]* being improperly adrmmsThe next time someone asks 4 'How
it great study break material.
^ U S - Commissioner of Eduare you?", you don't need to respond
There are two drawbacks to the
™ y terminate the agreement
that you are hurt, depressed, fruswhich allows the institution to disburse
trated, or bitter, but recognize that
being honest with what you feel is
NO.
much more effective than pretending
your feelings aren't there.
Robert Torresen

Bob Van Wyngarden

Proponents of hardcover textbook
use, (noticeably publishers) assert that
hardbacks have greater durability in
relation to the softback thus providing
a higher resale price. However,
textbrok materials are often replaced
after only one semester of course work,
making a high resale impossible (only
5-30% of original book value if sold to
the Follet Used Book Co. in Chicago),
Should a text remain contemporary
long enough to be reused, facilitating
resale, the actual money lost through
the resale of a hardcover is greater than
money lost through the resale of a
softcover textbook.
Consider the following: the average
price of a hardcover stands at $17.21.
If the bookstore purchases the text they
will do so for a standard 60% of the
retail price, or $10.33; a loss of $6.88.
The resale of a $6.86 softback text
draws the bookstore rate of 50% of the
retail price, or $3.43; a loss of only
$3.43.
Analyzing the situation on a more
personal level, my total bookstore bill
this semester was $ 105.30 for 18 credit
hours of course work. If softback texts
can be hypothetically substituted for all
hardbacks, assuming the average
softcover price of $6.86, my total bill
drops to $60.22; a savings of $45.08,
the equivalent value of a pair of

docksider shoes, a backpack, a case of
Olympia beer and three bags of barbecue potato chips.
The use of hardcover textooks appears ludicrous, but the prevalence of
hardcover texts on bookstore shelves is
still a fact we are forced to live with,
Just who is the culprit? Sarah Baas,
purchasing agent for the Hope-Geneva
bookstore lays any possible blame in
the wealthy hands of the publisher,
Mrs. Baas indicated that professors
always order softback texts when they
are available. The decision to use a
hard or soft cover rests exclusively
with the publishing firm; even authors
are generally powerless to specify a
production of their work in hard or soft
back.
And why does a firm insist on publishing hard cover against soft cover
texts? Bob Pawlik, spokesman for the
Harcourt-Brace publishing firm in
Chicago provided the final answer,
M
Hardcover texts offer a larger margin
of profit for the publishing f i r m . "
At this point it would be easy to
misinterpret the direction of this column. Atter all, 1 am not implying that
publishers are charletans, rogues,
thieves and fools; for with the present
price that publishers charge for
textbook materials they certainly are
not fools.

HEW announces grant regulations

Music dept to
hold student recital

Thinking of Buying a
Diamond?

call DAVE
KAMMERAAD
392-2290
engagement rings—men's
rings—wedding bands

quality diamonds
at wholesale prices

WORM GROWERS NEEDED!
MONTHLY INCOME!
BUY-BACK CONTRACT!
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES!
'FREE BROCHURE'

5 0 * off
e|
Towering Inferno ''

GOOD THRU—Feb. 8th 1J

Location: 9th & Central
HOLLAND, Ml. •

Call Toll-Free 1-800-448-4511,
operator 381

WORM$, Box 4169 Jackson, MS 39216

»k
mmm.

>

Phone 396-5385

OPEN ALL WEEK... 10:30 - 9
OPEN SUNDAY
l.j to 7p.lll.
:
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Art students unappreciated
A s I was waiting for the dance conceit to
start Saturday evening, I watched as the
theatre slowly filled up. I began to think
about the huge amounts of people that attend
the theatre productions and Hope's o w n
dance concert. Why is it that this large number of people that are interested in the arts do
not take advantage of the art gallery that is
just upstairs in DeWJtt?
I have visited the gallery at many different
times and it is almost always empty, except
perhaps for a f e w art students. There have
been a few times when the gallery has been
full of people, but this occurs only during
openings of shows or at receptions. When
the gallery is full the majority of the people
there are art students and various professors.

/

:

\

There is virtually always a show hanging
in the gallery but relatively f e w people have
seen m a n y , if any of them. DeWitt is a
central gathering place for all kinds of people: students, faculty and the c o m m u n i t y
alike. Granted the gallery is a bit out of the
main stream of traffic, but can one flight of
stairs overload yoi^r quota of stairs for the
day?
This is not the only problem facing the
visual arts on H o p e ' s c a m p u s . T o my
k n o w l e d g e , there are only four locations
(excluding DeWitt gallery and the Rusk
building) at which any art can be seen. Out
of these four locations only one of them
contains student's work. It is possible to see
more of student's work at the Deli restaurant
then it is walking around c a m p u s .
There are two m a j o r reasons for this. T h e
first reason is that there is no sufficient location on c a m p u s or in the community for student artists to show their works. Bill M a y e r ,
instructor of art, suggested that there should
be a student gallery, totally run by students s o m e w h e r e on c a m p u s . A student gallery would need to be nothing more than a
room with white walls and preferably somewhere that would be in the mainstream of
activity. A gallery of this type would be
beneficial to the entire campus. Art students
would have m o r e of an opportunity to s h o w
their work, to see it in an environment other
than the crowded studios they work in, and
the student body would have an opportunity
to see the accomplishments of their fellow
students.
T h e second m a j o r problem stems f r o m
what seems to be a lack of respect on the
part of the student body toward other students art. Saga has offered the walls of Durfee cafeteria f o r students to hang their paintings o n , h o w e v e r , very f e w students take
advantage of this. The Kletz is available for
art students to-hang works in, the Pine Grove
is available f o r sculptures and yet there is n o
student art in these places.
The reason for this is simple. Art students are afraid of having works they have
spent much time and frustration on destroyed.
This fear is not an unfounded one. The f e w
times works have been placed in the Kletz
and in the Pine Grove they have been defaced or even destroyed. This kind of vandalism is equivalent to someone taking a
students ten page (or more) paper that he
has worked on and researched for weeks and
setting fire to it simply because they do not

G o o d
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understand it or—to be even more ridiculous—because it's there. Students are at
Hope to learn and what better way to learn
about and gain an understanding of art then
by seeing it?
There is, however, hope for the visual
arts on campus. The administration is considering the possibilities of using the mall,
on 12th Street, that is supposed to be landscaped this spring for student sculpture.
There are also plans for a permanent sculpture to be built specifically for the space.
The artist being considered for the project
is a prominent woman sculptor by the name
of Beverly Pepper.
Another encouraging word for art students is the possibility of the college obtaining the Sligh factory building as new
facilities f o r the art department. The building will give the department m o r e space and
put the entire department in one building
rather than it currently being in t w o separate
buildings. T h e m o v e may also give the art
students more of a feeling of being on campus, since the Sligh building is closer to the
core of the campus than the present building
is.
Although these improvements are heading
art at H o p e in the right direction, no
amount of physical improvement can change
stubborn attitudes. It is through seeing and
experiencing art that one can gain a knowledge and understanding of it, not by destroying it. If you can relate to the frustrating
and time c o n s u m i n g process of a research
paper-, then you have the beginnings of
respect for a fellow student's art. W h y not
build on what has already been started?
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Cosmos protest calendar destruction
At 12:01 a . m . January 29, the fraternity
rush period began. With it, the vast amount
of time, effort, and money invested by
fraternity members is set forth in various
ways. O n e way is in the rush calendars
displayed in the lobbies of the residence
halls.
These calendars are the private property
of their respective fraternities, and as such,
they demand the respect of those w h o view

poster is totally in contradiction to what rush
represents. Those disagreeing with rush
need not take part in it; to disagree with, or
dislike what the Cosmopolitan Fraternity
represents is one thing, but to destroy our
property is another. There are means to
voice opinions.
Nevertheless, we will replace the poster.

as those interested in the C o s m o s have a
right to k n o w our rush schedule. In addition,
we feel that the quality of our calendars is a
reflection of our m e m b e r s h i p , and that such
destruction is a reflection of those responsible.
Sincerely,
T h e Men Of Cosmopolitan
/•

Member of the
associaieo

ope college

coLLeciaxe
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pRessi
olland, m i c h i g a n

t h e m . T o destroy them is to destroy private
property, and to destroy private property is
an insult to the o w n e r , to say nothing of an
o f f e n s e to public law. We are speaking in
reference to the destruction of the Cosmopolitan rush poster located in the lobby of
D u r f e e Hall. T h e incident occurred not more
than a f e w hours after its p l a c e m e n t .
The Hope community is a unique aggregation of Greek organizations and independents striving to live together and move in a
positive direction. Granted, there are disagreements among the Greeks and between
the Greeks and independents, but then what
is rush for? A s an independent, it is to
discover which organization, if any, is for
you. A s a Greek, it is to display yourself
objectively to prospective members in an
effort to gain their allegiance. For either a
Greejc or an independent, to destroy a rush
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Nestle re-viewed
It seems as though someone on your staff
made the mistake of placing an editorial
comment on page two of the anchor's
January 25 issue.'How else, except perhaps
through journalistic nonprofessionalism,
could an article of such obvious bias be
placed on an otherwise fact-filled page?
However, we are willing to forgive this
blatant journalistic blunder. Nevertheless,
as rational thinkers, w e cannot agree with
the glaring prejudice that the work reflects.

The article to which we refer was impassionately entitled, *'Nestle boycott beg i n s . " It forced home the plea that ^conscientious Americans continue their boycott of
Nestle p r o d u c t s . "
As we view it, the author advocates
boycotting Nestle's products because one of
them causes the death of infants in various,
unnamed, Third World countries. It seems
strange that any competitive company could
sell such a lethal product on the open market.
In actuality, as the writer finally admits, it
is not the product that kills, but rather, its
misuse. If we are to adopt that fact, is it not a
logical conclusion that we boycott food altogether because people periodically choke
to death while eating. It seems obvious that
such a boycott would be self-defeating and
absurd. The Nestle boycott is no less an
outlet of misguided sentiment. The ^artic l e " can be considered a piece of moralistic
busy-work.
For example, the author offers no facts as
to how many babies have died from the
product. In fact, the piece gives no indication of how many people actually use the
formula. We find the absence of such figures a typical ploy of propogandist theses.

Another point of contention arises as q
eustion of direction. The author cries for
governmental intervention in the distribution of the good. Would it not be more wise
* to call for a program to educate the poor of
the world on basic sanitary techniques?
After all. Nestle should not be expected to
bottle knowledge with nutrients.
If a private corporation such as Nestle can
reach as many people in the Third World as
the author suggests, is the World Health
k
Organization restricted to a weaker impact?
Finally, we contend that the government
•should be kept out of free enterprise. By
every indication, the government control of
the distribution of food to the world's hungry would only raise the price of the products for consumers. Ironically, banning a
product because of its misuse may lead to
greater hardships for the very people the
boycotters are attempting to aid.
W e feel that the Nestle company has done
no wrong in manufacturing a product that
has the potential for feeding some of the
world's hungry people. W e have no objection to the boycott of Nestle products by
people who have nothing better to boycott.
(Perhaps they should join Amnesty Intemational if morally frustrated.) What we do
find objectionable is the publishing of such
obvious propaganda in a so-called newspaper.
If Nestle is guilty of purposely and
willingly killing infants, by all means their
product should be banned. But if they have
done nothing more than make an infant
formula and marketed it by legal techniques,
in the name of freedom they cannot be
condemned.
Sincerely:
Michael A. Walters
John G. VanAlsten
Paul T. McCullough
Kirk G. McMurray
Paul R. Ranville
Robert J. Conklin

Second VP explains SC
Apathy—all colleges have it. It can become an overwhelming force to deal with.
Perhaps some of Hope student's apathy
grows out of a lack of information rather
than a lack of caring. It is on that premise
that this portion of the anchor is being
devoted to inform the campus of what the
Student Congress does and what it is trying
to do for the college.
It may be helpful just to explain the structure and duties of the Student Congress.
Every dorm and cottage is represented by
means of districts. All 30 of the representatives as well as the three officers Dave
Leenhouts, president. Brad Bingel, first
vice-president, and Jon Schmidt, Second
vice-president, are elected. The body meets
every other Wednesday at 10 p . m . Meetings
are open to everyone.
There are two ways of getting things
done. The first way is through the Boards &
committees of the college. The members of
Student Congress protect the student's point
of view on these boards.
The other method of improving aspects of
college life is from students themselves. If a
student has a suggestion or complaint he
ought to voice it to his representative or any
member of Student Congress. It is then
presented at the next meeting. If a majority
of the representatives feel that it is of sufficient importance, then appropriate action is

taken.
It is by this method that several different
items found their way into the last meeting
(1/24/79). These items were:
1) The Telephone System:
— W e need more long distance lines.
— C a n we get more pay phones installed?
2) Parking Problems:
— C a n students get a larger share of the
lots available?
— M a y students park in faculty areas on
weekends?
— I s the fee correct?
— W h y is there not a half price for those
who register for only second semester?
(input from an Inter Fraternity Conference
study of the problem will be used.)
3) Status Committee:
—Can we put students on the Status
committee? It is now composed of only
faculty & administrators (this committee,
among other things, determines which
teachers get tenure.)
4) Saga:
—Should we change the appearance of
the I.D. cards now in use. If they were more
professional looking they might prove to be
a more universal form of identification.
—Is there a possibility of not cutting off
unused meals?
Jon Schmidt

Dick and Teng
W A S H I N G T O N — B e f o r e anyone gets
too excited about ex-President Richard
Nixon being invited to dinner at the White
House, I would like to point out that VicePremier Teng requested to see him, and
therefore the decision was not President
Carter's alone.
No one knows what Nixon and Teng will
talk about, but I ' m going to guess.
NIXON: Mr. Vice-Premier, is it true that
you were one of the leading political figures
of the People's Republic and then you were
downgraded and sent into exile?
T E N G : That is true. The Gang of Four
ganged up on me and told Mao 1 was a
counterrevolutionary-running-capitalist
dog. I was in utter disgrace.
NIXON: I know the feeling. How much
did you get for your memoirs?
T E N G : Nothing. My name was not
permitted to be mentioned in the press. The
only place you could read about me was on
wall posters which vilified me morning,
noon and night.
NIXON: What about television? Did
David Frost do a series of interviews with
you?
T E N G : 1 tell you I was a non-person. Mao
hated me as did the students and the peasants
and the factory workers. The Eastern establishment Peking media would not write one
word of truth about me.
NIXON: You mean you went through all
that hell and didn't make a dime on it? For
heaven's sake. Why didn't you get a literary
agent?
T E N G : You don't seem to understand,
Mr. President. In China when you are
forced to leave office you give up all literary
and theatrical rights to your alleged crimes.

He didn't watch the game
W A S H I N G T O N — A bunch of us were
standing around the bar on Monday talking
about Super Bowl Sunday, and what a dandy
day it had been. We all had that warm
feeling you get when you have shared a
great common experience. 1 was telling
everyone how I had watched the game on a
large super screen which my friend Stevens
had bought just for the occasion. Next to
being at the game itself, this gave me quite
a bit of clout.
- I noticed that the only one who wasn't
enjoying the scene was Apple. With good
humor I said, " W h e r e did you see the Super
Bowl, A p p l e ? "
" I d i d n ' t , " he replied.
There was a hush in the bar.
t4
Did someone die in your f a m i l y ? " Nelson asked.
t4
N o , " Apple said.
4
i know,'' Bailey interjected,' 'you were
on an airplane flying back from a business
trip.",
Apple shook his head, ' i wasn't on an
airplane and no one died in my family
and no one got sick. I was home.*'
4
'Your television set was broken?'' someone suggested.
4
'My television set was perfect. As a matter of fact, my wife and I watched 'To
Kill a Mockingbird' with Gregory Peck. It
was an excellent m o v i e . "
44
What were you doing watching a movie
instead of the Super B o w l ? " I wanted to
know.

Student Congress rebuts anchor editors
We are writing in response to your sents a good sized chunk of the new dining
January 25th editorial. Your support for the room.
Thirdly, Student Congress worked under a
much needed Phelps expansion project was
appreciated. Your comments directed, to- deadline of less than seven weeks to raise the
funds. It does take time to raise money.
wards Student Congress' efforts, however,
Finally, Student Congress is respojisible
were ill founded at best.
First, a poll taken before the student fund ^to the student body and student concerns.
raising drive began revealed that only 18% Student Congress is not a full-time fundof the student body was interested in donat- raising organization. Committee meetings,
ing any part of their room deposit for the task forces, and Board meetings take up a lot
of a Student Congress representative's time,
Phelps expansion.
Secondly, Student Congress' efforts did and believe it or not, our primary function is
not criticizing the anchor or any other stuyield over $ 6 , 5 0 0 in student pledges, which,
dent organization on campus. Student Conmatched dollar for dollar by Saga, repre-

Even your forced confession is considered
in the public domain. You can't get 10 yuan
for it.
/
NIXON: I never heard of anything like
that. All of us in public life make mistakes,
but we should be compensated or we'll
never learn from them.
T E N G : Mao never saw it that way. Once
you were on his enemies list you couldn't do
anything right as far as he was concerned.
He had 2 million people in Peking screaming
for my head because I opposed the Cultural
Revolution. I managed to hide out until the
heat blew over, but it was close.
NIXON: Didn't they give you a secretary,
an office and Secret Service men when they
forced you to resign?
T E N G : You have to be joking. I was
lucky they didn't have me pulling a plow.
Do you mean to say that after you were
disgraced they provided you with a staff?
NIXON: It wasn't a large staff. I still had
to pay for my own golf caddy.
T E N G : Well, it's all water under the
bridge. Here we arc—both of us at the
White House, not only rehabilitated and
back in power but once again loved by our
respective peoples.
NIXON: I'm not exactly back in power
yet, though they did name a recreation
center after me in Kentucky not long ago.
• T E N G : Ah, yes. Then it should be only a
matter of time before you get back at the
people who did you in.
NIXON: Frankly, I haven't given it a
thought. They can say what they want to
about Nixon, but he never holds a grudge.
It's all in my book.
(c) 1979, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

gress needs the anchor and WTAS to keep in
touch with the student body's needs and
concerns. Student . Congress certainly
doesn't need a restricted, biased, or overcriticized communication media.
Student apathy does exist on this campus.
T o overcome student apathy, it takes cooperation between student organizations to
foster positive images of each other not
needless in-fighting and criticism.
Sincerely,
Dave Leenhouts
Student Congress President

4

i don't believe in the Super B o w l , "
Apple replied, "and neither does my w i f e . "
Ogilvy slammed down his beer, " W h a t
the hell do you mean—you don't believe
in the Super Bowl? Are you some kind of
atheisz nut or s o m e t h i n g ? "
Apple was really cool. "1 believe in God,
but 1 don't believe in f o o t b a l l . "
1 thought Woodstock was going to slug
him. " S u p e r Bowl Sunday is the holiest
day of the year. One hundred million Americans observe it, believe in it, live for it.
And you're trying to say it don't do nothing
to y o u ? "
"It may have religious significance for
some people. But it doesn't have meaning
for my family. I have no objection to other
folks believing that the day has some super
power as long as they, don't try to inflict
their beliefs on m e . "
The bar was tensing up. I tried to be the
peacemaker.
' 'Apple may have a point,'' I said.' 4 After
all, what makes America the greatest country in the world is not that you have to
watch T h e Game,' but that you DON'T
have to watch it if you don't want to. "
44
If you don't like it here, " Ogilvy spat
out at A p p l e , 4 'why don't you go back where
you came from?"
"Ogilvy's right," Nelson said. "Millions
of dollars were spent to give up the Super
Bowl. The two greatest teams in American
football played their hearts out, and many
fell on the field of combat.
' 'They put on a half-time show that would
put the Roman circuses to shame. American
advertisers spent every nickel they had to
bring us a day we will remember for the
rest of our lives. Only a pervert would be
tuned in to 'To Kill a Mockingbird.' "
' T m sorry you all feel this w a y , " Apple
said, 4'but we do have separation of state
and sports in this country. Besides, I believe
the Super Bowl has been hyped up to the
point where it has lost all sportsmanlike
meaning. It is now nothing but junk food.
I wish Apple hadn't said that. But our
lawyers tell us that, no matter how much
Apple sues us for assaulting him, no jury of
12 just men is going to award him a dime
when they find out he doesn't believe in
Super Bowl Sunday.
© 1979, Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Marceau returns to US;
GR performance slated
In a highly articulate world such as
the world of the theatre—where
modem techniques of acting and staging have made communication between performers and audience almost
limitless in possibilities—it is at once
astonishing, and yet perfectly logical,
that we should find a sudden rivival of
interest in one of the oldest spectacular
arts in existence: The Art of Silence.
This Art—called Mime—is as ancient
as civilization, and yet is one of the
least practiced and most difficult of
dramatic forms.
It has always had its interpreters, but
since the days of the pantomimists of
the Commedia dell' Arte, and later, the
great 19th century French mime, Deburau, there have been few who have
devoted themselves exclusively to its
study and performance. It has been
employed as an adjunct, more or less,
to the arts of acting and dance, for great
actors—great ballet dancers must
know the Art of Mime to round out
those areas of silence which occur in
every play or every ballet that has a
story.
Astonishing, yes, that in the last
years the group of pantomimists who
have not been afraid to give over an
entire evening in the theatre to acting
with gesture alone has been growing
rapidly. It speaks in a "speechless"
tongue that is immediately comprehensible to everyone. It knows no language barriers. The possibility of misunderstanding does not exist. In a troubled world where men are working
constantly to determine some common
ground of understanding, it follows
that the theatre—always the reflector
of the times—should be influenced to
reactivate this medium of universal
symbols.
Recognized as the ' 'world's greatest
mime," Marceau traces his interest in
this an to his early childhood devotion
to silent screen artists. He began his
formal training at Charles Dullin's
School of Dramatic Art in the Sarah
Bernhardt Theatre in Paris in 1945. His
performing career began one year later
and has since taken him to countries all
over the world.
The following was written by Marceau.
When my manager, Ronald A. Wilford, brought me to the United States in
1955 for my fust appearance on this
continent, he advised me that in the
majority of instances I would be introducing an art form that might be totally
unfamiliar to most of my audience.
The pantomimist was a "rara avis"
here—but I soon discovered from talking with many people who visited me
backstage that this was only because
most of them had been unfamiliar with
the term. What they had not realized
was tha^here in America they had seen
some of the greatest pantomimist of the

century—Charles Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, Harry Langdon, Stan Laurel,
Oliver H a r d y . . . those superb artists
who created in the silent movie era,
without benefit of the spoken word, a
whole world of human prototypes in
humorous, pathetic, tragic or hilarious
situations in life—with which their audiences identified themselves.
As far back as I can remember, these
performers were my inspiration. To
see Chaplin's "Little Tramp" parading up and down the boulevards of the
world, in his baggy suit, his battered
derby, swinging his immortal cane,
compensated me for not having been
alive to see Deburau's famous type,
Pierrot, hold a turbulent public enthralled at the Theatres des Funambules
from the time he created this role in
1819 until 1846, the year of his death.
"Bip"—my own alter ego—who
was bom 29 years ago, was introduced
to the American public on my first tour
here. He has been called the ''Little
Tramp's Younger Brother". Physically, there is no resemblance. Bip has
his adventures and misadventures with
everything from butterflies to untameable lions to dance-hall girls, in whiteface, wearing a striped pull-over and
culotte, and a worse-for-wear opera hat
topped with a red flower. But basically
he and the Little Tramp—like the great
Jean-Louis Barrault's Baptiste and
Keaton's Sailor and Laurel's Sad
One—are blood brothers.
American audiences responded to
Bip. They understood him. They liked
him. That is why I have come back
again and again, with more of his adventures, as well as some new pantomimes. It is with very real joy I come
because—in the past few years—the
United States has been the scene of
significant activity in the Art of Mime.
More than a dozen important
schools have been founded throughout
the country to teach this medium. My
master, M. Etienne Decroux, who was
responsible for re-animating Mime in
Europe,
who
taught—among
others—Jean-Louis Barrault, is now in
New York as head of his own studio.
Barrault himself with his company has
presented both pantomimes and dramatic productions here to sold-out
houses.
What has been most gratifying is the
huge correspondence that continually
comes to me from American students,
young actors and ballet dancers, requesting information, asking if I would
come here to teach or set up a studio, or
applying for our classes in Paris. It is
rewarding and, as I said before, perfectly logical.
Many of the great motion picture
directors of today have incorporated
the art of mime in their films. Fellini
and Antonioni are the best examples as
seen from their masterpieces.

Dionne Warwick says:
"Get your blood
into circulation."
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During my world travels, 1 am
happy to see the number of mime companies recently formed—not only in
America—but
in Japan,
South
America, Czechoslovakia and Israel.
Few people realize there are now more
than 600 mime companies throughout
the United States.
Mime is the form of dramatic expression that appears to me as being
closest to Man. It is a complete art in
the sense that it tends toward an allembracing definition of the human being. A mime can come closest to idenfification with both human being and
inanimate objects, can express the
most carefully hidden feelings. He
does this through a series of symbols,
subject to certain aesthetic rules, but
through which the component parts of
reality are broken down and stylized.
Thus, his audience recognizes familiar
gestures—can feel itself in water,
space density, surrounded by all the
natural objects this human being on the
stage creates with the aid of silence and
fiction.
It is an art of illusion,, but it does not
rmit any trickery. The gestures must
pure, true and comprehensible. The
Greek dramatist Lucian wrote: "The
Mime who is guilty of a false gesture

commits a solecism with the hand."
Thus our art is not alone physical
even though it appears to be an art of
action, the reason for the action must
come from the soul.
MARCEL MARCEAU
Marceau's familiarity in the United
States is due in part to his theatre appearances in many major cities. His
last American tour was in 1977 when
he appeared at the Green Theatre in
Los Angeles and at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C. He has
also appeared on television and in 1956
won tne coveted " E m m y " Award.
Tickets are now available for the
performance of pantomimist Marcel
Marceau at the Grand Rapids Civic
Auditorium on March 7.
Tickets are $ 10, $8, and $7, and can
be purchased by mailing a check or
money order and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
Ananda Productions
P.O. Box 6263
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(Postmarked no later than March 1,
1979);
or by calling the Civic Box Office for
reservations. (616) 456-3926. There
are special group rates for educational
institutions and civic groups.

VALENTINE
Cards,
Gifts,
HOLLAND

Blood Donations
in the Pit
Thurs. & Fri. Feb. 1 and 2
10am—3:45pm

Party Goods

"Since 1900"
STATIONERS

A RjWc ServtoB of This Newapiper
ft The AttorlWno Coundi

Downtown next to Penneys
TT

Todd Hudson
A fire of undetermined cause destroyed the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church of Holland on
10th Street, west of River Avenue just
two blocks from campus. While no
injuries were reported in the blaze on
January 24, 45 firemen and six pieces
of fire-fiehting equipment worked to
extinguish the flames.
According to Fire Chief Marvin
Mokma, 3,500 gallons of water per
minute were pumped on the fire during
the height of the blaze.
The alarm was turned in about 1:30
a.m. by Rev. William Johnson, one of
the two pastors of the church which
is attended by nearly 100 Hope students and faculty.
The morning after the fire broke out,
as soon as the building was determined
safe to enter by the Fire Marshall, the
clean-up process began.
By the following afternoon, and
after over 100 man hours of work,
nearly all salvageable items had been
removed from the burnt shell.
Among the many things saved were
a set of hand-bells which had been
stored in a closet in the heart of the
flames and a stained glass window depicting the Good Shepherd. A wooden
cross which was suspended above the
altar was also removed with almost no
damage other than a water soaked
finish.

PLANT KINGDOM
215 S. RIVER
DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
PH. 392-4366

F r i s ' . . . your -fJafiiwiL
Thoughtfuiness Shop

^TT

100 students
lose church to
blaze of fire
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DELS
GUITARS-BANJOS
MANDOLINS AND FIDDLES
STRING INSTRUMENT
CONSTRUCTION/REPAIRS
23 E. 8\h St., Holland

February 1,1979
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The Hope wrestling team has been
facing some hard luck these past few
weeks and there are not many good
signs ahead.
What started out as a very promising
season, has developed into a repeat of
last year's squad—which was unable
to win any of their four dual meets.
The squad has been set back by injuries and by members of the squad
quitting the team. Due to the number
of injuries and the lack of interest
on the part of many of the wrestlers,
the promising season has turned to a
bad dream for coach George Kraft.
"After a promising start, we now
have a discouraging season upon us,"
stated a disappointed coach Kraft. "I
have to wonder what is going on. The
situation now is the same as it was last
year with the exception that last year
we went through the whole season
with a small squad and this year we had
the chance to be better, but due to a
lack of interest, are once again in the
same boat."
Since the start of the second half of
the school year, the team has dropped
their four matches. They travelled to
Alma and lost to a tough Scots team
that is challenging for the league's top
spot. The Scots defeated Hope 45-12,
with the Dutchmen's points coming
from forfeits in weight classes. Saginaw Valley dropped the Dutchmen by
a 40-18 score. Gary Visscher, the
heavyweight wrestler from Holland,
was the only Hope winner recording
a pin. The other points were obtained
through the forfeits that Hope received.
The next three matches that the
Dutchmen lost were disappointing because they were lost because of forfeits. In all three matches, Hope forfeited the 118, 139, 142, and the 190
pound weight classes. These were due
to the members leaving the squad and
the sickness of Jerry Decker.

The Grand Rapids School of Bible
and Music won by a-30-25 margin.
Five of the six actual wrestlers won
their matches. Jim VandeWaa was the
only one to lose his match, getting
pinned in 2:15. Peter While. Paul
Garmirian, and Mike Sutton all won
by pinning their opponents. John Abe
won his match 10-2 and Visscher was
a 5-2 winner.
The match with Grand Rapids Baptist was almost identical to the previous
match. Hope won five of the six
matches that they actually wrestled,
but the forfeits spelled out defeat.
VandeWaa was the only Dutchmen to
lose, being decisioned 18-2. Pins were
recorded by White, Abe, and Sutton
who recorded the quickest pin this
season at :57. Garmirian decisioned
his opponent 10-0 and Visscher recorded a big victory, defeating Grand
Rapids Baptist heavyweight Kaur 8-6.
Kaur was the winner of the Hope
tournament in which Visscher finished
fourth.
The margin of victory for Calvm
was also spelled out in the forfeits.
They defeated Hope 27-22, with the
Dutchmen for the third straight time
winning five of their six matches that
they actually wrestled. Abe was the
lone loss for Hope, losing 11-6. Smith
and Visscher recorded pins for Hope.
Winning by decisions were VandeWaa,
14-9; White, 12-2; and Garmirien, 6-0.
The plight of the team does not
seem fair to those few who work hard
and do well. The team is down to
seven members when Jerry Decker returns from his bout with the flu.
Yesterday, the Dutchmen hosted
Calvin and Valparaiso. With Decker
able to wrestle, the Dutchmen have
a chance to win. It will be tough,
tough for only seven wrestlers to
have a good season. The only thing
that the team can do now is look toward the future.
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INTRAMURAL
SCOREBOARD
Floor hockey
Indies
Durfee 3rd
Kollen 1st
Red Wings
Cosmo DCB
Cosmo # 1
Junkies
Frater C
Arkie 1
Frater A
Kollen 2nd
Emmies
Columbia
Arkie 2
G D I's

WINS
4
4
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
2
2
1
0
0
0

LOSES
0
0

Finmen able to make waves,
; ladies fare well in league
,
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The men's and women's swim style and the 500-yard freestyle.
teams will host the Alma Scots Satur- Anderson recorded the only other first
day at the Dow Center. This will be an place with a victory in the 100-yard
important league meet for both squads. butterfly event. Ferris State had the
The small squad that comprises the depth to put the meet out of reach for
men's team has been unable to win a the Dutchmen.
swim meet in three tries. The reason
' 'This is a young team,'' commented
for this is the size of the men's team. coach Patnott. "This team is geared
With only six members, the team has to the future. The team is comprised
to forfeit the 400-yard medley relay of three freshmen, two sophmores,
and the diving competition which totals and a junior."
23 points against them. This makes
The Dutchmen women have manvictory very tough. These six men,
aged two wins in three tries. The
Dave Moored, Bruce Webster, Tim
women have a larger team and have
Jaspers, Ken Schewe, Bruce Caltrider,
more depth. They have a large group
and Craig Anderson, put out their best
of
freshmen that enable them to also
effort each time.
be able to look forward to the future.
The three losses that the men have
After they dropped a tough meet to
amassed come at the hands of Calvin,
the
strong Albion team, 74-56, they
Albion, and Ferris State. The match
against Calvin was their best effort of won a double meet where they faced
the season, thus far. The Dutchmen Calvin and Ferris Slate. They knocked
were able to take five first places, Calvin off by a 71 -60 score and added
three second place finishes and four Ferris to the list with a 72-54 victory.
third places.
Freshman Linda Leslie took first
Two of the first place finishes went place in the 200- and 500-yard freeto Moored, in the 1000-yard freestyle style event. Two more first place finand the 500-yard freestyle. Anderson ishes were recorded by freshman Leslie
placed first in the 200-yard individual Bethards in the 50- and 100-yard backmedley and the 200-yard butterfly. stroke. Joan Wilterdink, a freshman,
The final first place finish went to the finished first in the 50- and 100-yard
400-yard freestyle relay team of breakstroke events. Bethards teamed
Moored, Anderson, Schewe, and with Wilterdink, senior Lily French,
Jaspers.
and sophomore Nancy VandeWater to
Webster swam three strong races win the 200-yard medley relay. Other
with two seconds and a third. Calt- fust place finishes were recorded by
rider wound up third in the 200-yard the following Dutchmen: freshman
breaststroke. The final score was 67-40 Nancy Scholten in the 100-yard freein favor of the Knights.
style, French in the one meter diving,
The swimmers dropped Tuesday's Bethards in the 100-yard backstroke,
meet with Ferris State, 66-22. Moored VandeWater in the 200-yard individual
was able to take two first place fin- medley, and freshman Lynn Bufe in
ishes with a win in the 1000-yard free- the three meter spring board diving.

BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo
Components at lowest prices.
High profits.
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
For details, contact: FAD Components,
Inc.
65 Passiac Ave., P.O.Box 689,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
llene OHowsky 201-227-6800

To the girl with the Hoodless VW:
I love your legs the way they are.
Simon
REWARD OFFERED: for information about and return of my
brown ski jacket with rust, black and
white stripes and removable
sleeves. It was stolen from my
Dykstra room on Sat., Jan. 27. NO
QUESTIONS ASKED. Sentimental
Value. Call Lora ext 4059
To Verbina: She who refuses,
loses. Steve and Jim.
NEED A JOB? See the board
from Off-Campus Jobs in Phelps
Lobby, or stop on by the Office.
Many openings available.

The action may not be as fast paced as hockey that is played on ice#
but the intensity in which it is played here is just as good. The action
in these photos show the battle between ^wemer and Durfee. The
atmosphere in the old Carnegie Gymnasium gives the players the
feeling they are in an arena. The whole gym is used for the hockey
area and the closeness makes the hockey game more realistic.

WANTED: Young, good-looking,
healthy, sexually attractive person
who has a great personality and
eats cat food. Contact Lisa at 3924786. Also must wear corduroy.

CONGRATULATIONS to all participants of the Milt "I've got to wear
at least three shirts a day" Tilley
Day.
Female Roommate Wanted: To
share two-bedroom off-campus
apartment. Call 396-3003 or ext.
4600.

Michael Kelly
Blanchard
—IN CONCERT—
Contemporary Christian Music
Western Seminary Chapel
FRIDAY, February 2, 1979 8pm
Public invited—Free Admission

\v"\^

SAVE $$$$
Do your own work - change your own oil, fijters, tires, shocks,
mufflers, spark plugs, points. Do your own greasing, or undercoat
your own car. Pull your own engine transmission or rear end. Save
those $ $ $ $ $ $ $ .

STUDENT SPECIAL!
$ 2 . 5 0 hour to students showing proof of ownership of car and student I D .

OPEI M-F Spjtl.-iop.ffl.

You use our tools, hoists and torches!

ALL M Y U T . a u M p j n .
Corner of Port Sheldon and Old U.S. 31

Rent

GILL U S I 3 9 9 - 2 0 5 7

I S K FOR R U I
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Women cagers improve record
The women cagers topped two
M1AA opponents this past week to
raise their league mark to 3-1 and their
overall record to 8-2.

Dutchmen this past week in games
played at the Dow Center. Hope defeated Olivet in a closely contested
game, 52-45.

This squad is led by a group of
freshmen who have been able to raise
the Dutchmen from the ranks of the
also-rans and into contention for the
top spot. Last year, although league
records were not kept, the women cagers finished with a 4-19 record. This
would have put them in the cellar in
league play. This year, after a big
freshmen crop joined the team, the
team is playing fine ball.

In Monday's contest over the Alma
Scots, the home team came out Victorious by a 66-55 decision. Hope led
throughout the whole game and was
able to build up a 22 point advantage at
one time.

The top three scorers on the team
this year are freshmen. In fact, the
starting guard tandem of Lora Hanson
and Jody Foy are first and second,
respectively. Hanson leads the team
with an 11.8 average, followed by
Foy's 11.3 average. Forward Faye Berens is third with a 10.7 average.
Hanson is the point guard and the
offense generates around her. She
makes things happen. She is not only a
fine scorer, but also a fine passer.
Olivet and Alma fell victim to the

Hope extends
winning ways,
face Adrian
The concentration shown on the face of Hope guard Lora Hanson is a
good example of the type of play that the Hope rooters have been
treated to this season. This freshmen eager is leading the team in
scoring and runs the offense. She generates excitement with her
ability to play strong defense and her pin-point passing. Lora is one
of the big reasons for the vast improve shown this season in the
Dutchmen's record. They have completely turned their season
around from a disappointing 4-19 last season to 8-2 overall and they
still have a chance to improve it!

After starting out the season on the
slow side, the Dutchmen cagers are
beginning to show some signs of improvement and potential.
Hope shot down two M1AA opponents this past week to raise their
league mark to 2-3. The overall record
stands at 5-9, which includes three
wins in their last four outings.
The Dutchmen travelled to Olivet
last Wednesday and defeated the Comets 73-70. This was a big win as it was
on the road and followed a disappointing loss to Calvin. Sophomore guard
Mark Hospers turned in his best performance of the season, hitting on six
of seven field goal attempts, getting
four steals, and passing out four assists.
The Olivet victory was a great team
effort. Kevin Seitz, a sophomore forward, led the team with 18 points,
followed by junior center Loren
Schrotenboer with 16 points. The team
was able to play well defensively
against the Comets, causing many turnovers that Hope was able to capitalize
on.
H
i n the Olivet game, we had the best
passing that we have had all season.
This was also the first game that we
have shot well i n , " smiled Coach Van
Wieren.
In the contest, Hope shot 87 percent
from the charity stripe and only turned
the ball over eight times.
In the Kalamazoo game, the Dutchmen were able to find new heroes. Two
Tonys, not referring to your hair, had
their biggest games of the season and
they teamed with Schrotenboer and
guard John VandeGutche to lead Hope
to victory.
Tony Peterson, a sophomore guard
from Wilmette, Illinois, and Tony
Roberts, a freshman forward from
Sarasota, Florida sparked the team.
Peterson had one of the games that
every player dreams of having. He was
hot, he passed well, he was able to get
position under the boards and grab
some rebounds. Everything that he did
went right. Roberts played the role of
the intimidator very well. Whenever he
"skyed" to grab a rebound, he would
not simply grab it, but he yanked it
down, intimidating the opponents.
Roberts also passed well and chalked
up many assists in feeding Schrotenboer underneath.
The game was a come-firom-behind
victory for the Dutchmen. They did not
play well in the first half and found
themselves trailing 38-30 at halftime.
This lead was made possible by the fact
that the Hornets were shooting very
well at the outset of the game.
The second half started out with the
Hornets able to bring their lead to 12
points, the biggest lead of the game.
Then the tide changed and Hope started
the come back.
The crowd played a major factor in
the Dutchmen yictoiy. They were able
to support the team and hamper the
play of the Hornets through intimidation. Roberts was able to bring the
crowd to their feet and to a deafening
roar with a slam dunk on a fast break.
Despite the technical foul charged to
him for hanging on therim,the crowd
continued to roar and the Dutchmen
were able to gp on to win the game.;
The game scoring honors went to

Frosh playing well together,
Afinan happy with results
One of the hardest positions to be in
when you first come to Hope is to be a
high school star or stand out in a particular sport. It is hard to come straight
out of high school and start for any
college team.
Many of the freshmen basketball
players are finding this problem. The
Hope freshmen team is loaded with
talent this year, and many of the
players were stars on their high school
teams. The transition for some players
from star status to second-string is a
very difficult one. They are not used to
playing the backseat to anyone and do
not feel that they should now.
This problem is not apparent on the
Dutchmen frosh team. TTiey work hard
together and cheer each other on.
There appears to be no conflicts between the players. "I am surprised in
the ability of the team to play together
and not worry about playing themselves," stated Coach Gregg Afman.
i t has been a very enjoyable year thus
far, and the guys have made the difference."
This squad has a 6-3 record which
includes a 3-2 league mark. Calvin and
Alma are the only league opponents
that have beaten them and the Dutchmen have a shot at both teams later this

season. Among their victories is a win
over Albion, the only loss for the Britons this season.
Matt Neil, a 6-4 forward from Hastings and Rick Reece, a 6-1 guard from
Maple City, are the co-captains of the
squad. Neil is the top scorer and rebounder in the team. 5-10 guard Mark
Candey, from Traverse City, is the
second leading scorer with a 13.0 average. Dale Wolfe, a 6-5 forward from
Grand Haven, is next in line with an
11.4 per game average. Center Dave
Broersma, 6-6, from Grand Rapids,
rounds out the starting five. He is very
tough on the boards.
The team is backed by a strong
bench. Three of the remaining members of the team have shooting percentages of over 70 per cent!
In their last outing against the Hornets of Kalamazoo, they were able to
pile up 111 points, while yielding only
68. The team is averaging 88.5 points
per game. This is made possible by a
team shooting average of 51 per cent.
With a chance to play both Calvin
and Alma again, the squad has a shot at
being the top freshmen team in the
league. In order for this to be possible,
they must not give up any more league
defeats and also defeat Albion again.

SPORTS QUIZ
1.) Can you name the American
League slugger who holds the
World Series record for most runs
scored with 42 and the most runs
batted in with 40? This player has
also won the American League
most valuable player award three
times.
2.) Name the only heavyweight boxing champion who has remained
undefeated throughout his entire
career. His career spanned over an
eight year period, 1947 to 1956.
3.) Name the former NFL quarterback
who holds the dubious honor of
fumbling the football the most
during his career. This man fumbled the ball 105 times throughout his professional career. 19621976.
4.) Name the fastest pUyer that has
ever played the game of ice hock-

ey. This person holds the career
record for the most hat-tricks with
28. He was clocked on the ice at
29.7 mph and his slap shot was
clocked at 118.3 mph.
5.)^Two professional football coaches
liave brought their teams to the
Super Bowl five times. Tom Landry of the Cowboys is one of these
men and he was victorious in two
of the games. The other coach has
been with two different teams. He
has a 3-2 record in Super Bowl
play. Name this coach and the two
teams that he has led to the Super
Bowl.
answers to last week's quiz
1.) Ohio State; 2.) Albion College;
3.)Kelly Tripuka and Notre Dame
University; 4.) North Carolina
State University; 5.) John Lucas.

The Dutchmen started the game by
scoring nine straight points in which
Alma was held scoreless. After a Scot
timeout, they were able to dent the
scoring margin, but never threatened
the host team in the first half. Junior
center Anne Mulder played a key role
with her ability to dominate the boards.
Mulder controlled both the offensive
and defensive boards, often holding
the Scots to only one shot.
Despite this fine play, the Scots
were able to battle to within five
points, 17-12. With sophomore center
Pat Henry replacing Mulder to give her
a rest, the Dutchmen went on another
scoring binge, hitting on eight unanswered points. The play of Henry and

guards Hanson and Foy made the
streak possible. Hope led at the half
39-18.
In the second half, Hope was able to
move out to a 22 point lead, only to
have the Scots battle back to within
nine points, but not any closer.
Throughout the game. Alma was
able to get the ball underneath successfully, but they were unable to make
good on the shots.
"This was the best game that we
have played this year," commented a
happy Coach Irwin. "The first half
was the best half of ball the girls have
played all season."
Hanson led the scoring for Hope
with 16 points, followed by Mulder
with 12 points, and Foy with 10 points.
The Scots' guard topped the scorers
with 32 points.
Alma (55) - Ban, 9-14-32; Lundy,
2-1-5; Mikan, 3-0-6; Lucas, 1-0-2;
Hanley, 5-0-10. Totals 20-15-55.
Hope (66) - Mulder, 6-0-12; Henry,
4-0-8; Hanson, 8-0-16; Berens, 2-0-4;
Bulthouse, 2-0-4; Burke, 1-2-4; Foy,
5-0-10; Gebhart, 2-2-6; Miknis, 1-0-2.
Totals 31-4-66.
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Big 10 conference
Steve Nearpass
The Big 10 basketball conference is one of the most interesting leagues in the
college ranks. There are no clear-cut chatnpions, although several teams are
making serious bids for the title. Many of the favored teams are having problems
winning in league play.
As the season opened, Michigan State, the defending champion, was tabbed to
win a second straight title. Why not? Seven lettermen returned from a team that
finished 25-4, including reaching the Mideast finals and losing to Kentucky, who
went on to win the overall title. The Spartans started out with a 7-1 mark and
worked their way up to the number one spot. Since then, they started conference
play and have dropped to 11-4 and a fourth play tie in the conference.
Ohio State has been the biggest surprise of all. They were thought to be in
contention, but this team has thus far been unbeatable in Big 10 play. Their season
started out at 5-4, not overly impressive. But included in the mediocre start were
two key victories, a win over Duke who was number one at the time, and a win
over Louisville, a perenial powerhouse.
Iowa and Purdue have been playing well in league and out of league play.
These teams are second and third, respectively, in the Big 10. Iowa has dropped
two league games including a loss to Michigan State. They have defeated Purdue
once. They owned a 7-2 mark in nonleague action, but they did not face any tough
opponents.
The Boilermakers have dropped games to top teams in the league. They have a
respectable 15-5 overall record, but they also have not played any tough
competition outside of Big 10 competitors.
The remaining teams in the league all have at least one victory in conference
action. The biggest surprise so far was the stunning win by Northwestern
University over Michigan State. The people who were not shocked were the
Wildcats themselves and their followers. Their losses to Michigan University and
Minnesota came on shots that were sunk at the buzzer.
The competition within the league is tough and none of the members of the Big
10 can or will be taken lightly now. Despite their overall competitiveness, this
league must still prove that it is tough in non-league action. The test will come at
the end of the season when the three top teams will go to the NCAA play-offs.
The Big 10 title itself seems well in the hands of the Buckeyes, as they own a
two-game advantage over the closest competitor. Their big test will come tonight
when they travel to East Lansing to face the Spartans. If the Spartans have any
hopes at all of repeating as Big 10 champs, they can not afford to drop any league
games.
The caliber of play in the Big 10 has greatly improved over the past years. This
is greatly evidenced by the number of players who now play professionally and
hail from Big 10 alma maters. Among these players are: Campy Russell, Mychal
Thompson, and the now retired star, John Havelchek. There are many stars in the
league this year, too many to possibly name them all here. A sampling of the stars
are: Earvin Johnson of Michigan State, Mike Woodson of Indiana, Phil Hubbard
of Michigan, and Kelvin Ransey of Ohio State.
At the present time, this league stands behind only the Atlantic Coast
Conference and the Pact-10 Conference as far as the caliber of play. At their
present rate of improvement, they will be equal to them within several years.
They have come a long way and could soon find themselves on top if they
continue at their present improvement rate.

Dave Dame, the top scorer in the
M1AA. He ranks fifth in Divison III
play. He scored 23 points, many of
them coming underneath.
Another key to the victory was the
defensive play of the host squad. They
were able 1o keep the Hornet quintet
off-balance by switching defenses on
them. Hope would use a man-to-man
defense, then switch to either one of two
zones that they used. These defenses
caused the Hornets to turn the ball over
24 times, while Hope coughed the ball
over only eight times.
Thursday before the game, Hope
was unable to have their normal hard
practice. They could not scrimmage
because Seitz was injured and Craig
Van Arendonk was sick, leaving nine
guvs in practice. Both players were
able to play in the Kazoo game, playing key roles. Van Arendonk came off
the bench to grab some key rebounds
and block several shots. Seitz, although he was wearing a large bandage
on his face, supported the team well
and played well defensively.
"It was a big win for us, coming
from behind/* added Van Wieren.
"Peterson, Roberts, Schrotenboer,

and Seitz all played very well. Another
important key was Bruce VanderSchaaf. He is the only senior on the
team and he adds leadership to the
team. The other players look to him
and he is a very consistent player.
"John Vande Gutche played a very
fine game. He directed the team well
and added the leadership. He also hit
under pressure for us when we needed
it, hitting on 10 of 11 free throw attempts."
Yesterday, the team hosted Adrian
in a key M1AA matchup. A victory for
the Dutchmen could put them in a good
position with a 3-3 league record. Adrian is a good team, tied with Albion
for first place in the league with a 4-1
mark. They are led by two seniors
who both have scored over 1300 points
in their careers.
Kalamazoo (74) - Lewis, 3-0-6; Perticone, 4-1-9; Schelske, 7-3-17; Biland, 7-1-15; Dame, 11-1-23; Smith,
1-2-4. Totals 33-8-74.
Hope (78) - Vande Gutche, 2-10-14;
Seitz, 3-2-8; Schrotenboer, 9-3-21;
Hospers,
1-0-2;
VanderSchaaf,
6-0-12; Peterson. 7-2-16; Roberts,
2-1-5. Totals 30-18-78.

